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Abstract: In today’s competitive and volatile market, demand prediction for seasonal items is a chal-
lenging task. The variation in demand is so quick that the retailer cannot face the risk of understocking
or overstocking. Unsold items need to discarded, which has environmental implications. It is often dif-
ficult to calculate the effects of lost sales on a firm’s monetary values, and environmental impact is not
a concern to most businesses. These issues concerned with the environmental impact and the shortages
are considered in this paper. A single-period inventory mathematical model is formulated to maximize
expected profit in a stochastic scenario while calculating the optimal price and order quantity. The
demand considered in this model is price-dependent, with several emergency backordering options to
overcome the shortages. The demand probability distribution is unknown to the newsvendor problem.
The only available demand data are the mean and standard deviation. In this model, the distribution-
free method is applied. A numerical example is provided to demonstrate the model’s applicability. To
prove that this model is robust, sensitivity analysis is performed.
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1. Introduction

It is challenging to determine the exact demand for the seasonal items; because of the stochastic
nature retailers face two types of situations: overstocking and understocking. If they order more, they
face an overstocking issue, which results in salvaging the additional items. Those items salvaged or
discarded possess hazardous chemical properties and create environmental concerns. Shortages de-
stroy the company’s brand image and customer goodwill. Some customers wait for the backlog while
the remaining are lost, which results in the loss of additional sales. This paper describes how to cal-
culate the stochastic price-dependent demand with the order quantity by using a newsvendor model.
Shortages are allowed and partially backlogged with emergency replenishment schemes. Environmen-
tal pollution is increasing rapidly, which is very harmful to nature. There are many reasons behind
this, and one main reason is hazardous waste material, which is not getting due importance in supply
chain management (SCM). Governments and consumers increasing awareness encourages firms to pay
attention to the environmental impact of hazardous waste material. This paper develops a mathemat-
ical model, considering stochastic price-dependent demand, to calculate the optimal price and order
quantity while maximizing profit.

The faster growth of technology and innovation has accelerated the product development process.
It has many advantages to the customer, while it creates severe problems for a product with a shorter
selling season. These products include fast-moving consumer goods, mobile phones, personal comput-
ers, apparel, and other seasonal items. Newsvendor models can be applied to insurance schemes and
healthcare finance schemes [1, 2]. The newsvendor model is most relevant to dealing with the short
product life cycle. Those businesses selling seasonal items face volatile demand. Access order causes
loss due to salvaged if fewer items are ordered shortage occurs. This newsvendor model is applied
with price-dependent stochastic demand so that expected profit can be calculated simultaneously by
calculating the optimal price and order quantity.

The following research questions are formed by considering the literature review gap:
• In a price-dependent stochastic environment, how much should the newsvendor order?
• How to overcome the situation with no historical data on demand?
•What is the impact of unsold items on the model’s profit, and how could the wastage be reduced?
•What is the impact of shortages on the model?
•What is the impact of contingency plans on the total profit of the model?
In this model, shortages are allowed and partially backlogged. The exponential backordering func-

tion is used for partial backlogging. To backlog shortages, emergency backordering options are con-
sidered in this model that are higher than the standard price. If the stock remains after the season, it is
salvaged with a constant salvage price that is lower than the purchasing price. A shortage occurs for
the following reasons: unavailability of raw material, machine breakdown, and many other reasons. In
seasonal items, for example, during COVID-19, shortages are caused by a sudden increase in demand
for masks, sanitizers, and vaccines. Firms want to maintain market share, so they must compensate for
the shortfall with available resources. Due to unsatisfied shortages, firms lose their brand image and
potential customers. If shortages are partially backlogged, the newsvendor incurs a backordered cost
that is usually higher than the actual price. That backordering cost depends on the time duration of
backlogging. In this model, shortages are partially backlogged, with different replenishment schemes,
and their outcomes are observed.
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In Section 2, a literature review is presented. Section 3 contains a model description with the
problem definition assumptions and notation. The mathematical model is developed in Section 4. The
solution methodology is provided in Section 5. To validate the model, numerical experiments and
sensitivity analyses are presented in Section 6. In Section 7 the managerial benefits are provided.
Finally, the conclusion and future recommendations are presented in Section 8.

2. Literature review

2.1. Newsvendor model

The newsvendor problem has a long history, but this problem is still of interest because of the in-
novation and faster growth of technology. Technologies are changing rapidly, and those products lose
their value so fast. An example of this is the sudden decline in the prices of cell phones, personal
computers, and laptops with the launch of new products [3, 4]. The newsvendor problem has gained
significant attention over the past three decades. The detailed literature related to the newsvendor
model and its extensions was described by Petruzzi and Dada [5], Khouja [6], and Qin et al. [7] in
review papers. Heydari and Momeni [8] developed the newsvendor model in the two-echelon retailing
channel, where they consider a single wholesaler and two non-competitive retailers to satisfy the con-
sumer demand. The coalition aimed to get the optimal quantity discount from the wholesaler in three
scenarios in their paper.

2.2. Price-dependent stochastic demand

Traditionally, the exogenous price was considered in the newsvendor model, in which there was
no control of the newsvendor. This type of demand exists in competitive markets, where the buyers
solely decide on price. However, in reality, retailers adjust the price by making a variation in the
actual demand. Following are the pioneering papers: Whitin [9], Mills [10], Karlin and Carr [11]
who investigated demand process effects on the sellers pricing and ordering decisions. Within [9] had
given the optimal condition within two models, i.e., for the newsvendor model and economic order
quantity (EOQ). He provided the rectangular demand distribution with the closed-form solution of
the newsvendor model. Mills [10] considered additive price-dependent demand with a random term ε,
price independent, i.e., X = γ(p)+ε, where γ(p) is the mean and market price-dependent demand. Chen
et al. [12] developed a stochastic price-dependent newsvendor model in a competitive environment.

Qin et al. [7] has revived the newsvendor problem with a focus on customer demand modeling,
buyer risk profiles, and supplier cost. Furthermore, they investigated the impact of market price, effort,
and quantity on demand. Afshar-Nadjafi [13] investigated the sale announcement in a single-period
inventory model for perishable items while considering the known expiry date and stochastic demand.
They further explained that a special cell before expiration at a particular time reduces the damage
caused by expired products. Kumar et al. [14] developed a model in which the demand was advertising
dependent, and they considered carbon emission costs for the manufacturer’s and supplier’s holding
and degrading costs. Sarkar et al. [15] discussed a complex multi-stage defective production system
where the demand was selling price-dependent. Choi et al. [16] investigated the effects of intelligent
service for an online-to-offline supply chain where demand was selling price-dependent.
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2.3. Shortages

Shortages create many problems for the firms, such as brand image loss and revenue loss. Some
customers wait for late delivery, and some cancel their orders. Those canceled orders are a loss to
the firms. That unsatisfied demand can be backlogged. Following are some related studies that define
shortages that can be backlogged, or it is lost sales. Montgomery et al. [17] were the pioneers that
defined a part of shortages that were backlogged, and the remaining was the lost sales. Wee [18] used
Weibull distribution for deteriorating products in a deterministic inventory model considering partial
backlogging, pricing, and quantity discounts. Lodree Jr. [19] investigated the shortages in the newsven-
dor model and classified them into backorders and lost sales. In their model, backlogged products were
replenished with emergency procurement schemes without waiting for the next scheduled delivery, as
in the case of many continuous review models. They further derived the optimal solution for expo-
nential demand distribution. The study of lead time, backorder cost, and lost sales due to shortages
were done by Chang and Lo [20] with the continuous and discrete lead time demand, and they have
found the local optimal solution. Brito and de Almeida [21] developed a model where the waiting time
function decreased exponentially, and they partially backlogged the demand in their model. A loss
averse newsvendor model was considered by Xu et al. [22] with backordering, and they calculated the
optimal order quantity.

The spectral risk was considered by Li and Ou [23] with an emergency replenishment scheme and
backordering cost. They developed a policy for calculating the optimal ordering quantity for comple-
mentary products in a newsvendor framework. In their model, the firms have the opportunity to buy the
product through the emergency channel during the season at a moderately higher cost than the regular
cost. Taleizadeh et al. [24] examined the disruption in the inventory management framework on the
supplier side for continuous cycle and time-dependent demand cycles. They proved the convexity of
the model and calculated the optimal decisions. However, their model was limited to a single objec-
tive of profit maximization. Maihami et al. [25] considered the deteriorating item SCM and studied
the pricing and inventory problem with partially backlogged shortages and greening investment. Ma-
hapatra et al. [26] studied the three continuous review EOQ models for time-dependent deterioration
utilizing preservation technology. They allowed shortages with a total backorder and incorporated pro-
motional efforts. Tayyab et al. [27] developed a sustainable model considering economic, social, and
environmental aspects in a multi-stage production mode. Shortages were allowed in their model and
met with the planned backorder. Sarkar et al. [28] studied an inventory model for shortages which
was solved by an artificial neural network (ANN) with multithreading. They proved that the proposed
method gave a better result than other metaheuristics approaches.

2.4. Distribution-free approach

Demand distribution estimation is a tough job in seasonal item SCM. Most of the time, information
on on-demand distribution is unavailable to the manager or needs enormous funds to estimate the real-
time demand distribution. For such a situation, Scarf [29] first introduced the distribution-free (DF)
approach, where only the demand data mean and standard deviation ware required. In Scarf’s rule,
the worst distribution point is at two points. However, the Scarfs rule was compact and challenging
to use for managers. Gallego and Moon [30] simplified Scarf’s rule, maling it is easy to understand
and require the demand data mean and standard deviation. Abad [31] considered the backlogging
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in a newsvendor model to calculate the optimal quantity; however, he did not consider backlogging
and lost sales cost because, in real time, these parameters are difficult to estimate. In their mode,
backlogging demand decreased as waiting time increased. He and Wang [32] analyzed the vendor
buyer inventory decision in an uncertain unit profit environment. They further analyzed the consumer
evaluating process with the help of a mathematical model to understand the cost-benefit association
and its effect on consumer inventory decisions.

2.5. Environmental impact

According to recent research, consumers are more interested in buying items from companies that
consider environmental policies and sustainability characteristics. Hong and Guo [33] analyzed the
cooperation contracts in a green items supply chain and examined their environmental performance.
Accenture’s study found that only one in ten companies effectively manages their carbon footprint in
the supply chain. According to existing research, more than 80% of interviewers prefer item greenness
while making buying decisions this [33]. The green option helps companies market their items better
and raises awareness concerning their products [34]. Their study also shows economic benefits for both
vendors and buyers in a green supply chain. Govindan et al. [35] published a review paper on social
sustainability in supply chain. Chan et al. [36] studied the environment-related taxes in the newsvendor
model, and they state that there is an enormous amount of carbon emission from the fashion industry.
Shi et al. [37] emphasized the environmental impact in the retailer product development process. Habib
et al. [38] proposed an animal fat-based biodiesel supply chain model that reduces the system’s total
cost and accounts for both disruption and operational risks. Shen et al. [39] compared green and non-
green items with service-level constraints, emphasizing the effects of big data on increasing profits
and lowering environmental costs. Yadav et al. [40] formulated a pollution-controlled flexible produc-
tion system. Furthermore, they addressed environmental concerns by controlling by-products of the
production system under three different pollution control schemes.

The rapidly changing technology’s next focus is to trace and track the issues related to the supply
chain. As Tan et al. [41] presented a framework for green logistics based on blockchain technology to
make sustainable supply chain operations. Furthermore, they integrated the Internet of Things and big
data into their framework. Kumar et al. [42] used the context of the food supply chain to highlight the
design and implementation challenges of blockchain and emphasized the use of blockchain technol-
ogy. Liu et al. [43] proposed the fusion application environment of big data and blockchain with one
retailer and one producer in a green agri-food supply chain. They highlighted the benefits of using big
data and blockchain, and they studied the issues of investment decisions and coordination policies in
a green agri-food supply chain. Sarkar et al. [44] developed a three-echelon supply chain model for
biodegradable products. They established three different transportation paths for biodegradable prod-
ucts within the supply chain. Sana [45] compared the green and non-green practices for a newsvendor
inventory model where governments are giving subsidies and reducing the taxes on green products
to the corporate socially responsible firms. Kugele et al. [46] developed a smart production system
to control carbon ejection and solved the model by using geometric programming. Sarkar et al. [47]
developed a decision support system (DSS) within an emissions-controlled flexible production system
for substitutable products. Their model aimed to reduce carbon emissions from the flexible manufac-
turing system. Moon et al. [48] developed a mathematical model for emissions-controlled production
system with degree of difficulty two. They found an unique solution of heterogeneous combination of
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variable-constrains using geometric programming. In Table 1, the literature concerning this model is
described with the appropriate keywords.

Table 1. Literature review table.

Article
SCM Price dependent

demand
Partially
backlogged

DF approach Environmental
impact

Abad [49] X X
Alaei and Setak [50] X X
Pal et al. [51] X X
Abdel-Aal et al. [52] X X
Chen et al. [53] X X
Chan et al. [36] X X
Hu and Su [54] X X
Padiyar et al. [55] X
Sarkar et al. [56] X X
Hong and Guo [33] X X
Shi et al. [57] X
Li and Ou [23] X X
Govindarajan et al. [58] X X
Fan et al. [59] X
Jadidi et al. [4] X X
Sarkar et al. [60] X
Maihami et al. [25] X X X X
Bi et al. [61] X
Hovelaque et al. [62] X X
This Study X X X X X

3. Model description

3.1. Problem definition

The newsvendor model has been studied in many directions, but so far, the researchers have fo-
cused on minimizing cost or maximizing profit. However, environmental awareness and government
regulations have prompted firms to consider environmentally friendly products. Shortages are the main
concern for the newsvendor. Some customers wait for the delivery while others balk. In the newsven-
dor model, estimating the exact distribution of demand is hard, or many resources and funds are needed
to predict the correct demand. A DF approach is used in this model to manage uncertain seasonal de-
mand. To maximize the expected profit while considering environmental impact, quantity and price
are calculated in this model.

3.2. Assumptions

1) The environmental impact is considered for the maximization of the expected profit in this SCM
model.
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2) A fixed cost is considered for items to be discarded in the newsvendor model to reduce the environ-
mental impact of hazardous materials.

3) Shortages are considered with partial backlogging, and lost sales show the proportion of unsatisfied
customers.

4) Shortages are partially backordered with backordering price.

5) Demand is price-dependent and stochastic and does not follow a specific distribution. While making
a decision, the newsvendor is aware of the mean and variance of demand.

3.3. List of notation

Indices
i selling period index (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n)
j contingency plan index ( j = 1, 2, 3, ...,m)
Decision variables
p unit selling price ($/unit)
q quantity (units)
Parameters
d price-dependent stochastic demand (units)
s salvage value ($/unit)
c ordering cost per item ($/unit)
X random demand
α historical correlation data
β fraction of regularly satisfied demand
τ replenishment waiting time
b j backorder cost concerned with the emergency replenishment option v j ($/unit)
γ(p) deterministic demand in the season, dependent on price (units)
l a lost sale due to customer balking ($/unit)
k j constant related to emergency scheme s j

v j contingency plan
µ demand expected value
σ standard deviation of demand
z price sensitivity
y risk-less demand (deterministic demand) (units/unit time)
Π(q, p) expected profit of SCM ($)

4. Mathematical modeling

This section commences with presenting basic formulas concerning the newsvendor model. Fur-
thermore, a detailed explanation of the newsvendor model with an exponential backordering function
is described. The profit and environmental functions are explained in this section.
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4.1. Proposed model

The newsvendor model is formulated with optimal ordering and pricing decisions under uncertain
demand. The items with a short selling season are considered. A single product unit cost is c, and
the price per item is p. The order of q items is placed before the beginning of the selling period with
the stochastic price-dependent demand d. The demand d(p, X) = γ(p) + X consists of two parts. The
first part γ(p) is the price-dependent deterministic demand, and the second part is independent of the
price, and it is a random demand (X). These types of demand are common in the literature considered
by [63]. Items leftover after the sales season are sold at a salvaged value s. The nature of stochastic
price-independent demand X is additive. In the selling season, the price-independent demand X is a
random variable with a probability density function (PDF) f (X) and a cumulative distribution function
(CDF) F(X) with the mean µi and standard deviation σi.

Profit maximization is the main objective of every firm, which can be achieved by calculating the
optimal ordering quantity and price. Furthermore, this study considers the environmental impact of
profit maximization. The cost is subtracted from the revenue in this model to calculate the profit. The
revenue is generated by selling the product at a price p, and the remaining items are discarded at a
constant salvage cost s. If demand during the season is less than the order quantity. In that situation,
the generated revenue is equal to pd(p, X), and leftover items are salvaged. Else, the revenue is equal
to pq, and the expected revenue generated is given as pE(min(q, d)). The purchasing cost is expressed
as cq for q products. The newsvendor basic profit function is shown as

Π(q, p) =

(p − c)q + (p − b j)β(d − q)+ − l(1 − β)(d − q)+ i f d ≥ q

pd − cq − s(q − d)+ i f d < q

The typical newsvendor model is established to maximize profit or minimize cost. The competition in
the market has forced the newsvendor to consider other parameters, such as their social role and brand
image enhancement. The company’s social position depends on environmental policies, and its brand
image could be improved if the shortages are satisfied immediately with robust policies. To solve the
newsvendor model, an approach is required where not only profit is taken into consideration while
selecting order quantity. The newsvendor has to think out-of-the box in multiple dimensions when
determining q. Therefore, we have developed this model, where environmental impact is considered
while selecting the order quantity.

4.2. Environmental impact

Rapidly changing technology has forced customers to consider new and innovative products. There-
fore, companies are developing their products so fast, especially seasonal items. If those products are
not discarded properly, they can harm the environment in many ways. Strict regulations from various
countries and customer awareness regarding the environment have forced companies to consider the
environmental impact in their decision-making process. Therefore, in this study, environmental impact
is also considered with profit maximization. The effect of pollution caused by scrapping unsold items is
considered in this model. The scrap includes hazardous and toxic materials that harm the environment
badly. Such products include mobile phones, computers, masks, plastic bags, etc. If the extra stock is
minimized, it can reduce the risk of environmental impact due to unsold products.
The emission from unsold items harms the ecosystem and has hazardous effects on the environment.
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Therefore, a newsvendor is considered who is willing to reduce the environmental impact due to unsold
items. The recycling network and reverse logistic is not considered in this model. It is further assumed
that the environmental effects are directly proportional to the leftover products to be scrapped. This
attribute outcome can be seen in the below equation.

EN(q) =

0 f or d ≥ q

w(q − d) f or d < q,

where w has a constant value concerning the environmentally hazardous chemical or physical substance
to be scrapped. The value of w is estimated from item particularities and the disposal site. From the
above equation, it is clear that environmental impact is not dependent on the k j value. When the
newsvendor faces shortages, there is no inventory to discard, which is the reason that this only depends
on q.

4.3. Emergency replenishment option

In many businesses, stockout is the leading cause of customer loss, because customers select some
other products in this competitive business scenario. Stockout negatively affects customer goodwill,
profit, brand image, and market share. Hence, before the selling season begins, the newsvendor
commits that, if stockout occurs, the quantity q will be backordered at a particular contingency plan
V = {v1, v2, ..., vm} of a limited set of n emergency replenishment plan.

In this model, emergency replenishment plans are designed such that they must take less procure-
ment lead time relative to original orders. Reducing the lead time will certainly increase the ordering
cost because of overtime, faster delivery methods, extra production runs, and emergency purchases.
The backordring cost is usually high, but customer loyalty is more important. Here, the contingency
plan v j consists of two parameters: the first is the time coefficient k jεK = {k1, k2, ..., km}, and the second
is associated with the bakordering cost. The backordring cost is defined as the per-unit cost that the
company has to pay for the emergency plan v j, which may be utilized to minimize lead time with the
coefficient k j, in the range 0 < k j < 1. Accordingly, if the newsvendor requires a shorter lead time, they
must pay higher backorder costs b j. The backordering cost b j affects the ordering lot q. The ordering
decision varies based on v j. Here, v j has a discrete value, and q is continuous variable.

4.4. Demand backlogging behavior

The newsvendor model is considered, where shortages are fulfilled with partial backlogging via
emergency replenishment. By utilizing the notation elaborated in [17, 21] the amount of shortages is
denoted as β, which is the probability of backlogging a single customer in the stockout period, or the
fraction of demand satisfied [19, 64]. The fraction of shortage β is considered as a known parameter.
Although, in some articles, β is considered a parameter of replenishment waiting time τwhen shortages
occur. The parameter β is considered as a strictly decreasing function of τ in this model. Furthermore,
the uncertainty associated with the emergency lead time is not considered [19, 31]. The customer’s
behavior concerning the replenishment waiting time is modeled and shown as follows [64]:

β(τ) = e−ατ. (4.1)
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In the above equation, α is statistically generated by the newsvendor based on historically correlated
data and a β is the function of the shortage size. Furthermore, to get the general interpretation during
emergency replenishment, τ is directly proportional to the demand subtracted by the quantity (d − q)
and shortage units [19]. Accordingly, following is the replenishment waiting time as

τ j = k j(d − q). (4.2)

In the above Eq (4.2), k j is a constant parameter associated with the emergency plan v j. From Eqs
(4.1) and (4.2), the amount of unmet demand in the backlogging is described by the shortage size
function [19] as

β(d − q)+ = e−αk j((d−q)+

. (4.3)

4.5. DF approach

In this model, no assumption is made for the demand d probability distribution, as the only
available data to the newsvendor is the mean and standard deviation of the demand. The lemmas [30]
are used, further modified by Ullah et al. [63]
Lemma (i)

E(d − q)+ ≤
1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ))

Lemma (ii)

E(q − d)+ ≤
1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (µ + γ − q)).

Furthermore, this inequality’s upper bound is tight [63]. The profit function with backordering is as
follows

Π(v j, q, p) = p(min(q, d)) − cq + β(d − q)+(p − b j) − (1 − β)l(d − q)+ + s(q − d)+. (4.4)

As we know that

min(q, d) = d − (d − q)+

and

(q − d)+ = (q − d) + (d − q)+.

The price-dependent stochastic demand function can be described as

d = d(p, X).

Expected demand is equal to

E(d) = γ(p) + µi ≥ 0.
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Price-dependent deterministic demand can further be divided into market share and the product of price
sensitivity and price.

γ(p) = y − pz. (4.5)

By using the lemma and Eq (4.1), the demand backordering equation becomes

β(d − q)+ = e−α∗k j( 1
2 (
√
σ2+(q−µ−γ)2−(q−µ−γ))). (4.6)

By utilizing lemmas (i) and (ii) and putting in all of the values from the above equations and further
simplification, the final equation for newsvendor profit is

π(v j, q, p) = (p + s)(µ + γ) − (c + s)q − (s + p) ∗
1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ)) (4.7)

−l(1 − e−αk j( 1
2

√
σ2+(q−µ−γ)2−(q−µ−γ))) ∗

1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ))

+(p − b j)e−α∗k j( 1
2 (
√
σ2+(q−µ−γ)2−(q−µ−γ))) ∗

1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ)).

The below equation represents the environmental impact, and it is the simplified version of the attribute
equation after utilizing the lemmas:

EN = (w(q − (µ + γ) −

√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ)

2
). (4.8)

The final simplified equation representing the profit function with environmental impact cost is

Π(v j, q, p) = (p + s)(µ + γ) − (c + s)q (4.9)

−(s + p) ∗
1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ))

+(p − b j)e−α∗k j( 1
2 (
√
σ2+(q−µ−γ)2−(q−µ−γ))) ∗

1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ))

−l(1 − e−αk j( 1
2

√
σ2+(q−µ−γ)2−(q−µ−γ))) ∗

1
2

(
√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ))

−(w(q − (µ + γ) −

√
σ2 + (q − µ − γ)2 − (q − µ − γ)

2
.

5. Solution methodology

This study develops a mathematical model for the newsvendor with partial backlogging and price-
dependent stochastic demand. A closed-form solution is achieved while applying a distribution-free
approach. To show that the model is globally optimal, the below steps are used. The optimal order
quantity and price are calculated for the supply chain model. Furthermore, this model offers various
emergency replenishment schemes with varying backordering rates. The following steps are used in
the solution procedures of the proposed mathematical model.
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5.1. Solution algorithm

Step 1 Consider all input parameters and assign them a value.
Step 2 Determine the partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to q and p, as shown in

Eqs (5.1) and (5.2), and put these all equal to zero to fulfill the necessary conditions.
∂U(p,q)
∂q

= 0, ∂U(q,p)
∂p

= 0
Step 3 Obtain the optimal price p∗ and order quantity q∗ as a closed-form solution by simultaneously

solving the partial derivatives from Step 2.
Step 4 Put q∗ and price p∗ from Step 3 in the profit function to get the closed-form solution of the

maximum expected profit (Π) of the supply chain.
Step 5 To find the critical points from Step 4, check the sufficient condition for optimality; if Π∗ satisfies

(ii), the model has a local maximum:
(i) Det(H22) > 0 and ∂2U

∂q2 > 0, the critical point is a local minimum.

(ii) Det(H22) > 0 and ∂2U
∂q2 < 0, the critical point is a local maximum.

(iii) Det(H22) < 0, the critical point is a saddle point.
Step 6 Verify that U∗ is a local maximum by checking the sufficient condition for optimality.

Prove the sufficient condition of the model the determinant of (DetH22) > 0 and ∂2U
∂q2 < 0:

H22 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2E(U)
∂q2

∂2E(U)
∂q∂p

∂2E(U)
∂p∂q

∂2E(U)
∂p2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 0.

5.2. Optimal policies

For the necessary and sufficient condition of the total expected profit for q and p, the first-order
derivatives are calculated as shown below:

∂U(v j, q, p)
∂q

=
1

4U
(α(b − p)ki(γ + µ − q + U)2

(
−e−

1
2αki(γ+µ−q+U)

)
+ 2(b − p)(γ + µ − q + U)

e−
1
2αki(γ+µ−q+U) − 4cU + αlki(γ + µ − q + U)2e−

1
2αki(γ+µ−q+U) + 2l(γ + µ − q + U)(

1 − e−
1
2αki(γ+µ−q+U)

)
+ 2(p + s)(γ + µ − q + U) + 2w(γ + µ − q − U) − 4sU). (5.1)

To simplify the above equation, the parameter U is used as follows:

U =
√

(γ + µ − q)2 + σ2.

The first order derivative for price is calculated as

∂U(v j, q, p)
∂p

=
1
2

( √
(−γ − µ + q)2 + σ2 + γ + µ − q

)
e−

1
2αk

(√
(−γ−µ+q)2+σ2+γ+µ−q

)

+
1
2

(
−

√
(−γ − µ + Q)2 + σ2 − γ − µ + q

)
+ γ + µ. (5.2)

6. Numerical experiment

This section includes a numerical study to demonstrate the newsvendor model. A computer tool is
utilized to get the result of the numerical experiment.
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This model is developed considering seasonal item supply chains such as mobile phones. These
items have a short life cycle; they are quickly replaced with an upgraded version. The mobile phone
industry is very competitive, and to stay competitive, continuous development is being performed.

A numerical experiment is performed to show the model validity, and the following data are con-
sidered [21, 28, 63]. The model is not restricted to only that particular case or data. The demand
parameters µ = 3000, σ = 200, y = 300 units/period, and z = 12 are considered. The cost parameters
are as follows: purchasing cost (c) = 150 $/unit, salvage value (s) = 60 $/unit, lost sales cost (l) = 90
$/unit, α = 0.05, and waste disposal cost (w) = 0.9 $/unit. The demand backlogging behavior is shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Emergency replenishment plans.

Option k j b j

v1 0.95 160
v2 0.70 205
v3 0.60 250
v4 0.50 290
v5 0.40 350
v6 0.30 425
v7 0.25 475

The optimum values of quantity and price to achieve the maximum profit for every set of v j is
calculated. The v j set includes seven values of b j and k j. These results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimum values for replenishment schemes of newsvendor model.

Options q∗ E(Π) p∗

v1, q∗, p∗ 774.76 11,357.4 207.57
v2, q∗, p∗ 775.22 11,473.1 207.67
v3, q∗, p∗ 773.92 11,460.4 207.72
v4, q∗, p∗ 771.33 11,346.4 207.79
v5, q∗, p∗ 765.46 10,736.4 207.85
v6, q∗, p∗ 755.86 8829.34 207.99
v7, q∗, p∗ 750.08 6638.99 208.19

To show the price change effect on the profit of the model, 2D plots are shown in Figure 1. The
effect of order quantity versus total profit is portrayed in Figure 2. A 3D plot of the combined effect of
price and quantity on profit is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Profit versus order quantity.

Figure 2. Profit versus price.

Figure 3. 3D representation of profit with order quantity and price.
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(a) Deterministic demand and price sensitivity (b) Mean and standard deviation of demand

(c) Purchasing cost and lost sales value (d) Cost parameters

Figure 4. Graphical illustration of sensitivity analysis within the range of −50% to +50%.

6.1. Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis of the major parameters and demand parameters is used to validate this model.
Graphical representations of the key parameters and demand parameters are shown in Figure 4. The
numerical outcomes of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Tables 4 and 5 with a detailed analysis
of the key parameters summarized as follows.

1) Among all of the essential parameters, the cost parameter is the most sensitive. In this model, by
reducing the cost by 50%, the total profit of the system increases by 676.29%. Reducing 25%
increases profit by 296.80%, and if we increase it by 25%, profit decreases by 215%. Similarly, a
50% increase in cost reduces the total profit by 348.4%. From the conclusion of the cost analysis,
it can be concluded that, if the price goes down, it has a magnificent effect on profit compared to an
increase.

2) The lost sales cost is almost similar to the symmetrical effect on the model’s profit. The 50%
decrease accounts for a 51.4% increase in the profit. Moreover, a 25% increase and decrease led
to a 24.46% increase and 22.52% decrease in the profit, respectively. Furthermore, increasing 50%
reduces profit by up to 43.48%. Analysis of the cost of lost sales shows that the effect of cost
reduction outweighs the increase.

3) The salvage value has a balanced effect on the profit increase and decrease; a 50% decrease of the
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salvage value accounts for 23.17% increase in profit; similarly, a 50% increase reduces the total
profit by 21.49%.

4) The environmental cost of waste disposal has minimal impact on the model’s profit. The impact is
symmetrical, as a 50% decrease and increase reduces and increases the profit by 0.33%, respectively.

5) The parameter α is obtained based on historical correlated data. It increases the profit by 8.3% if the
value is decreased by 50%, then, there is a 50% increase that yields a 0.47% decrease. It suggests
that it has a greater positive effect than negative effect.

Table 4. Key parameters sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Variation in value Change in total expected profit
c −50 +676.29

−25 +296.80
+25 −215.00
+50 −348.46

s −50 +23.17
−25 +11.35
+25 −10.93
+50 −21.49

l −50 +51.40
−25 +24.46
+25 −22.52
+50 −43.48

w −50 +0.33
−25 +0.17
+25 −0.17
+50 −0.33

α −50 +8.39
−25 +1.62
+25 −0.38
+50 −0.47

The detailed sensitivity analysis of four demand parameters is as follows.

(1) A 50% increase and decrease in the standard deviation value have a balanced effect on the total cost,
with a slight variation in the increase in the standard deviation value. The total profit is increased
by 160.5% with a reduction of the standard deviation by 50%; however, a 155.09% decrease occurs
with a 50% increase in standard deviation value.

(2) The mean has an asymmetric effect in this model. A reduction of 50% accounts for a 338.27%
decrease in profit, and with the 50% increase, the profit drastically jumps by 1179.32%.

(3) A change in market share or riskless market demand has an effect that is similar to the symmetrical
impact on the total profit of the model. A 50% reduction in profit reduces it by 71.84%, and a
similar increase in profit occurs with a 50% increase in value.
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(4) The price sensitivity is the most sensitive parameter among all of parameters, and it possesses an
asymmetrical effect on the model’s profit. Increasing price sensitivity up to 50% reduces the profit
by 317.50%, and a 50% decrease in value accounts for a 1589.83% increase in profit.

Table 5. Demand parameters sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Variation in value Variation in expected profit
σ −50 +160.05

−25 +78.94
+25 −77.84
+50 −155.09

µ −50 −338.27
−25 −274.94
+25 +485.07
+50 +1179.32

y −50 −71.84
−25 −36.97
+25 +39.07
+50 +80.24

z −50 +1583.93
−25 +473.70
+25 −221.37
+50 −317.50

7. Managerial insights

In SCM, the focus is on maximizing profit or minimizing costs. However, other economic values,
such as environmental impact, are not considered. This model considers waste disposal cost that re-
duces the environmental impact concerning waste. The sensitivity analysis shows that it has a minimal
impact on the total profitability of the model. The government regulation has diverted the thinking
of the managers from profit to sustainable SCM. The aim is profit maximization, but environmental
policies are required to accomplish that. The customer’s awareness of the environmental impact makes
it necessary for the manager to focus on this issue. This model considers stochastic demand, which
needs only the mean and standard deviations of the demand. The DF approach saves many funds that
would otherwise be spent on real-time data collection. The goal of every manager is to meet customer
demand, but sometimes shortages occur due to the uncertain nature of demand. Partial backlogging is
allowed in this model to address the shortage, and various emergency replacement policies have been
introduced.

8. Conclusions

This newsvendor model aimed to maximize expected profit with the environmental impact. The
pricing and inventory decisions related to order quantity were made jointly. In this model, price-
dependent stochastic demand of additive nature was considered. No specific assumption on demand
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was made in this model, and demand did not follow any specific distribution pattern. Only the mean
and variance were required to solve the model. The classical optimization technique was applied to
the solution methodology. A numerical experiment had been given for validation purposes, and the
results were presented. Shortages were allowed in the model and partially backlogged with an expo-
nential backordering function. Various backordering options were offered with increased backordering
costs for early delivery. Additionally, 2D and 3D plots were given in the paper to show the model’s
robustness and application. This model was developed by considering seasonal items such as mo-
bile phones, computers, and apparel. To demonstrate the model’s validity, a sensitivity analysis was
carried out. This model was for a single item and a single period, which was one limitation of this
model. A constant salvage value was considered in this model; additional revenue could be gener-
ated with the discounted schemes on leftover items. This methodology can be further extended to
cover a multi-period newsvendor problem, multi-item, discounted schemes, non-linear holding cost,
and environmental effort-dependent demand or order quantity-dependent demand. The application of
blockchain technology is rapidly increasing in SCM. The blockchain and big data can be added to this
model for tracing and tracking purposes, as suggested [65–69].
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